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Sorry, I Just Assumed That You Were the Faux Mannequin
Are you the type who feels faint and clammy when a medical resident comes by to check on you-maybe to draw a little blood on the sly? Well, tremble no more; chances are that brain surgeon of tomorrow has already learned the point-and-jab basics on a lifelike simulator mannequin ("human patient simulator" to those in the know). So just suck on those ice chips and continue enjoying the daily soaps.
Medical mannequins are not unfamiliar to the education scene, they're just evolving into something more sophisticated. Some actually breathe, have dilating pupils and a pulse-and can be programmed to simulate all kinds of illnesses and emergency scenarios. The fancy-schmancy virtual reality simulators, like those developed at Immersion Medical, utilize visual, auditory, and haptic (tactile) displays.
Before we trash our whole body donor cards, let's note that a recent study indicated that, although the use of an intravenous therapy training arm resulted in increased medical student performance, the gains were not substantial. For example, take the newest release of Windows CE, Microsoft's alternative to proprietary embedded operating systems as well as Linux embedded. The 5.0 release allows CE licensees for the first time to ship commercial products based on modified source code-and they won't be obliged to "share back" with Microsoft, or with the public in general.
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